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Across
3. hitler focused on restoring germany's 

strenth and nullyfying this treaty

5. policy that britian and france pursued 

against agressive nations, it granted 

concessions to a potential enemy in the 

hope that it will maintain peace

9. national bestseller, blue prints of 

Hitlers plan and hatred for world 

domination

11. leader of the Nazi party in germany

12. agreement reached at the munich 

confrence postponed the war for 11 months

13. in the spring of 1938 hitler brought 

austria into his reich this was known as 

union

14. followers of Mussolini

15. FDR pursued this policy with latin 

america and improved relations with the 

solviet union

16. a ideolgy that is prejudice against 

jewish people

Down
1. took the place as the head of the 

communist party in russia after Lenin's 

death in 1924

2. these two nations expected far more 

land for their scarifice

4. asked mussolini to form a goverment

6. founded the Fasci di Combattimento 

a right wing organization that trumpted 

nationalism and that promised to make 

italy great again

7. a bloody conflict that lasted between 

1936 and 1939. Fascist rebelled aginst 

Spain,s democratic republican goverment

8. This was a theory of goverment in 

which a single party or leader controls the 

economic , social and cultural lives of its 

people

10. The US did not tak forceful lines 

with german aggression instead with its 

own economical policy
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